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Relative cell number

untreated CD4+ T cells
IL-2+PHA-treated CD4+ T cells

CFSE

untreated DCs+PLTs, DCs+fixed PLTs, anti-CD162-treated DCs+PLTs, suramin-treated DCs+PLTs

% of CFSElow T cells relative to control

DCs+PLTs, same compartment
DCs+PLTs, filter-separated compartments

Cytokine production by autologous CD4 T cells (ng/ml)
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C

untreated DCs
DCs+platelets
DCs+fixed PLTs
anti-CD162-treated DCs+PLTs
suramin-treated DCs+PLTs

Cytokine production by autologous CD4 T cells (ng/ml)

DCs+PLTs, same compartment
DCs+PLTs, filter-separated compartments